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Small �1–5 nm� metal clusters may undergo significant surface relaxation under the influence of ligands,
adsorbates, and substrate-induced stress. As a result, the nearest-neighbor distance between surface atoms can
be reduced by up to 10% relative to those in the cluster core, enhancing the disorder in the interatomic
distances. Accordingly, the pair distribution function extracted from EXAFS data under the standard assump-
tion that the distribution function of nearest-neighbor bonds is quasi-Gaussian yields systematic errors. Here
we analyze the surface disorder effects with emphasis on their impact on the accuracy of the size and shape
determination of nanocatalysts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles in the nanometer range, especially those
under 5 nm in size, are attractive as sensors,1 catalysts,2 na-
noelectronic and optoelectronic devices.3 Their electronic,
structural, magnetic, and optical properties are dramatically
different from their bulk counterparts, and are subject of in-
tense investigation. A fundamental challenge, and intrigue,
for experimentalists and theorists alike, is to obtain quantita-
tive information about the structural properties of nanopar-
ticles that are not amenable to direct imaging.

In this regard, extended x-ray absorption fine-structure
�EXAFS� analysis has proven to be a powerful quantitative
tool for structural investigations of nanoclusters almost since
the technique was invented in the beginning of the 1970s.4 In
this method, the atom-atom pair distribution information is
extracted from the x-ray absorption coefficient data as the
x-ray energy is scanned within ca. 1000–1500 eV of the ab-
sorbing edge of the atom of interest, as a result of the pho-
toelectron wave interference that modifies the final state of
the excited atom. While the data analysis methods and the
computer codes that implement them vary, the most common
approach to quantifying the pair distribution function is by
approximating it as a quasi-Gaussian curve �also known as a
cumulant expansion method� that allows to obtain the
ensemble-average coordination number as the area under the
curve, the average interatomic distance as the centroid, and
the mean square disorder in this distance as the standard
deviation. This approach, while accurate for materials with
small to moderate disorder,5 fails in systems where the dis-
order is either large, or the bond length distribution is mark-
edly non-Gaussian.6,7 In those systems, as was previously
shown, Gaussian approximation is inadequate, and EXAFS
results obtained by using cumulant expansion are incorrect.

In data modeling, the coordination numbers are normally
measured for the first few coordination shells and then com-
pared to different structural motifs. Here results of EXAFS
and other complementary techniques are integrated into a
single self-consistent model that explains the unique struc-
ture, size, shape, and morphology of the nanoparticles.8–11

Although the synthesis methods are now quite advanced, and
can be applied to determine the properties of nanoparticles
with narrow size distributions in the size ranges between 1

and 5 nm, no attempts to our knowledge have been per-
formed to examine the analysis strategy and in particular to
understand in what circumstances the Gaussian approxima-
tion is adequate for nanoparticles. Toward this goal, we here
examine strongly disordered systems that are most likely to
be incorrectly modeled by conventional methods. In this
manner, we can quantify the effect of structural disorder on
EXAFS experiments involving nanoclusters.

Nanoclusters belong to a class of systems where enhanced
structural disorder is inherent. Indeed, even in free nanopar-
ticles, surface tension12 induces surface reconstruction,13

which results in the deviations of the surface atoms from the
periodic positions associated with the bulk. Among many
possible causes of disorder, and the concomitant change in
vibrational properties,14 are capping ligands,15 steric
effects,16 crystalline defects �e.g., twins�,17 multiple meta-
stable states,18,19 and interactions with absorbates.20,21 In this
paper, we limit our analysis to the surface relaxation induced
disorder, that is present in numerous systems.

In the following section we introduce the atom-by-atom
modeling of EXAFS signal from clusters. Section III applies
this procedure to families of clusters with two representative
sizes. In these clusters, the surface relaxation is modeled by a
radial distortion function that allows modifying the bond
length disorder in a controlled manner, one offering the
straightforward comparison with available experiments.
Model EXAFS signals calculated for distorted clusters were
then analyzed by standard methods and the results are given
in Sec. IV. Discussion of the results is presented in Sec. V,
and finally a summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. MODELING OF BOND LENGTH DISORDER IN
CLUSTERS

The edge-step normalized, background subtracted EXAFS
signal due to the nearest-neighbor �NN� atoms to an x-ray
absorbing atom can be represented as

��k� = �
rmin

rmax

��k,r���r�dr , �1�

where ��r�=dN /dr describes the bond length distribution
due to static and/or dynamic disorder of the atomic positions.
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The limits of integration correspond to the radial spread of
NNs within the coordination shell of interest, while dN is the
number of NNs to absorbing atoms within the spherical shell
of radius r and thickness dr. Each pair �absorber–NN� con-
tributes the following EXAFS signal to Eq. �1�,

��k,r� =
S0

2

kr2 f�k�e−2r/��k� sin�2kr + ��k�� , �2�

where S0
2 is the passive electron reduction factor, and func-

tions f�k�, ��k�, and ��k� are the scattering amplitude, phase,
and mean free-path, respectively. The EXAFS signal con-
tains ensemble-average local structural characteristics, such
as the coordination number �N�, mean bond length �R�, and
the mean square disorder ��2� of the bond lengths that can be
defined via ��r� as

N = �
rmin

rmax

��r�dr, R = �
rmin

rmax

r��r�dr ,

�2 = �
rmin

rmax

�r − R�2��r�dr . �3�

In strongly disordered systems, ��r� may be broad or asym-
metric and therefore not known a priori. Therefore the above
quantities cannot be reliably extracted from EXAFS analysis.
In systems with small to moderate disorder, both ��r� and the
effective radial distribution function g�r�=��r� /r2 can be ap-
proximated as quasi-Gaussian distributions. In that case, ��r�
in Eq. �1� is replaced by its cumulant expansion22 that allows
to represent theoretical EXAFS signal with just a small num-
ber of leading cumulants that are simply expressed through
the quantities N, R, and �2,

��k� =
NS0

2

kr2 f�k�e−2k2�2
e−�2r/��k�� sin�2kr −

4

3
��3�k3 + ��k�� .

�4�

Equation �4� contains also a third cumulant, ��3�, that de-
scribes the asymmetry of ��r�. In systems with non-Gaussian
disorder, however, this method breaks down, in part, due to
the large number of cumulants required to fit ��r�. Among
such systems, the most notable examples are strongly
disordered23 and amorphous7,24 solids where the asymmetry
of ��r� results in the underestimation of the coordination
numbers �N� and EXAFS Debye-Waller factors ��2� if ana-
lyzed by Eq. �4�. A useful alternative to the Gaussian ap-
proximation is the splice method,6 where the radial distribu-
tion function is extracted from the data by a back Fourier
transform. This procedure, however, is somewhat model-
dependent, as it relies on the cumulant expansion of the data
at the low k region.

Nanoparticles represent an interesting class of systems
with mean squared bond length disorder �2 contributed by
both static ��s

2� and dynamic ��d
2� components: �2=�s

2+�d
2.

The static contribution can have numerous causes: due to the
amorphous nature of sub-nm particles,25 presence of multiple
twins, or due to the surface-induced disorder, vide supra. The
latter is commonly associated with surface tension, which
causes the surface atoms to relax inward.13 Because of the

short range and the inherent asymmetry of such deformations
the radial distribution functions are expected to be strongly
non-Gaussian. In the next sections we examine the accuracy
of the cumulant expansion in modeling such distributions, by
first generating theoretical EXAFS signals of distorted clus-
ters and then employing conventional methods to analyze
them.

III. SIMULATING SURFACE TENSION BY RADIAL
DISTORTION MODEL

We modeled EXAFS data in computer-generated Au clus-
ters with 147 and 923 atoms, representing two important
sizes with 1.7 and 3.4 nm diameters. The undistorted clusters
are modeled as perfect cuboctahedra with nearest-neighbor
distances of 2.87 Å �corresponding to interatomic distances
in bulk Au�. To simulate surface tension effects we multi-
plied the distance of each atom from the center of the cluster
by a radial distortion function. We expect that the outer at-
oms are more affected by surface tension-induced strain than
the inner atoms,13 and accordingly employed the empirical
distortion function

f�r� = A + �1 − A�exp�Cr�, where C =
1

R
ln�B − A

1 − A
� .

�5�

This function satisfies the conditions: f�0�=1, f�R�=B�1
at the cluster center and periphery, respectively. The param-
eter A yields the curvature of the distortion curve as shown in
Fig. 1. In order to simulate a range of possible distortions,
we considered four different values of A: 1.05, 1.001,
1.0001, and 1.00001, corresponding to uniformly and non-
uniformly distorted structures �Fig. 1�a��. We approximated
B by 0.95, which agrees well with physically reasonable
bond length truncation effects in small clusters. The different
distortion functions correspond to different distributions of
the 1NN distances and simulate the radial relaxation of the
surface tension from the outer layers of the cluster inward.
These can therefore be directly compared to available experi-
mental data. For example, f�r� with A=1.000 01 and
B=0.95 generates very similar bond lengths to those ob-
tained by Huang et al.26 by modeling their electron diffrac-
tion data of Au clusters containing 1050 atoms �Fig. 1�b��.

For all distorted clusters we used the known x, y, z coor-
dinates of all atoms to approximate radial distribution func-
tion ��r� by a frequency distribution histogram ��ri�, in
which histogram bin index i=1,2 , . . .n. The bin size
�ri=0.005 Å is centered around the bond length ri. Follow-
ing Eqs. �1� and �2�, where we replaced integration by sum-
mation over the range of distances corresponding to the first
coordination shell around absorbing atoms, we constructed
EXAFS “data” corresponding to the 1NN contribution only,

��k� =
S0

2

k
f�k��

i=1

n
��ri��ri

ri
2 e−�2ri/��k�� sin�2kri + ��k�� . �6�

f�k�, ��k�, and ��k� were calculated by FEFF6 code27 for
central atoms in the Au clusters and were held the same for
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all atoms in the clusters. Such atom-to-atom transferability
was validated by testing different absorbing sites within the
clusters �e.g., center vs surface�. We found that, within the
accuracy of FEFF6 code, these functions were effectively
independent of the site location. This method of constructing
XAFS data can be employed for any coordination shell pro-
vided an appropriate histogram is constructed. However, we
simulated the data only for the first coordination shell, as this
shell yields the most useful information.

All data generated with Eq. �6� were analyzed in identical
conditions, using FEFF6 theory for the Au-Au 1NN contri-
bution that was fit to the data using Artemis software.28 The
k range and r range in the fits were from 2 to 18 Å−1 and
from 1.51 to 3.36 Å, respectively, with small variations be-
tween different data sets, corresponding to a total number of
relevant independent data points equal to 18. There were five
variables in the fit done using quasi-Gaussian approximation
�Eq. �4��, namely, the apparent coordination number N, the

distance correction �R, �2, the energy origin correction �E0,
and the third cumulant ��3�. Through this analysis we could
compare the actual and the apparent structural characteristics
of the distorted clusters. Finally, the EXAFS signals for the
corresponding undistorted clusters of each size were gener-
ated using the same procedure �with n=1 in Eq. �6�� and
analyzed in the same manner as the distorted data, to cali-
brate accuracy of our approach.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows representative histograms ��ri� for differ-
ently distorted clusters of the two sizes of interest. Due to the
nature of the distortion represented by A=1.05, which corre-
sponds to the long range elastic strain affecting most of the
atoms of the cluster, the distributions �Figs. 2�a� and 2�c�� are
broad and symmetric. In contrast, other distortion parameters
�most notably, A=1.00001, which best matches the results of
Huang et al.,26� generate strongly distorted, non-Gaussian
distributions �Figs. 2�b� and 2�d��.

We simulated EXAFS data for all distribution functions.
The data for undistorted clusters, together with clusters with
different degrees of radial distortion, are shown in k space
and r space in Fig. 3. By visually examining the data, the
effects of distortions appear to be similar to what is expected
from the simple Debye-Waller factor effect and from the
average 1NN distance change between different clusters. The
former effect reduces oscillation intensity in the large k re-
gion, while leaving it relatively unaffected in the low k re-
gion, i.e., just what we observe in the data behavior for dis-
torted clusters. The latter effect would cause the oscillation
frequency �in k space� to decrease, and the peak position �in
r space� to shift to the left. This behavior is most pronounced
for
A=1.05, which is associated with bulk-like bond length
changes compared to the other distortion functions.

The data and the corresponding best fits for the 147 atom
clusters are shown in Fig. 4. The numerical results for the

(b)

(a)

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Different distortion functions corre-
sponding to B=0.95. Two clusters of different sizes are shown, both
distorted with A=1.000 01, B=0.95. �b� Bond lengths distributions
�ones obtained by averaging over the 1NN coordination shells of all
atoms at a given distance from the center of the cluster, as well as
over all bond lengths emerging from such atoms�, calculated in the
923 atom Au clusters, distorted using A=1.000 01 and B=0.95.
Inset corresponds to the Fig. 3 from Ref. 26 �Adapted by permis-
sion from Macmillan Publishers Ltd� obtained by electron diffrac-
tion data modeling and molecular dynamics simulations for the
1050-atom Au cluster.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The first nearest-neighbor radial distribu-
tion functions for the 147 and 923 atom clusters with A=1.05 �left
figures� and 1.000 01 �right figures�.
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EXAFS data analysis of clusters of different sizes, generated
with different distortion functions, are tabulated in Tables I
and II. The 1NN coordination numbers associated with the
structure and geometry of the undistorted clusters are 10.35
�for 923 atoms� and 8.98 �for 147 atoms�. To match these
values through fits to their respective data required the addi-

tion of a constant scaling factor equal to 1.0095 to the right
side of Eq. �6� for all our distorted cluster analyses. This 1%
amplitude correction, which is a cumulative artifact of inter-
polation effects, and somewhat arbitrary Hanning window
parameters used in the fits, has a negligible impact on the
results below.

As evident from the data behavior and bond length distri-
bution histograms presented above, our fitting analysis con-
firmed that for A=1.05 quasi-Gaussian approximation is re-
liable. The best fit values for the adjustable variables �Tables
I and II� were found to be in a good agreement with those
independently calculated for the known cluster structures.
The results obtained for those distortion functions that gen-
erated more asymmetric distributions, particularly for A val-
ues of 1.0001 and 1.000 01 �see also Fig. 2�, are however in
marked disagreement with the actual values for the both
types of clusters investigated. The actual values for these
clusters sizes presented in Tables I and II were calculated
using known radial distributions Eqs. �3�. The best fit values
of the third cumulants were consistent with zero, within the
error bars, and are therefore not reported.

V. DISCUSSION

As Tables I and II show, the coordination numbers ob-
tained by the fit to the most distorted configurations are un-
derestimated by 8% for both cluster sizes. The nearest-
neighbor distances are by 0.01 Å longer than the actual
values for the most asymmetric configurations, and the mean
square disorders in the bond lengths are consistently under-
estimated. Figure 5 demonstrates the gradual reduction in the
best fit coordination numbers as the asymmetry of the distor-
tion function increases, for both cluster sizes we investi-
gated.

As noted in Sec. I, the nearest-neighbor coordination
numbers are often a primary method of obtaining the infor-
mation about the particle size and shape, especially if experi-
ments are done in situ, during reaction conditions. Indeed,
EXAFS is unique in its ability to monitor real-time, local
structural changes in the samples under high temperature and
gas pressure, during chemical reactions, where independent
knowledge of the structure by other methods is difficult to
obtain. For example, recently, Newton et al. performed
highly original in situ, combined EXAFS/infrared spectros-
copy experiments and recorded cyclic changes of the inten-
sity of EXAFS oscillations in response to CO/NO cycling.29

They subsequently interpreted these results in terms of the
cyclic changes of the Pd-Pd coordination numbers which, in
turn, suggested that the particles were undergoing cyclic
changes in their size and shape. Our results indicate that an
alternative explanation can be advanced, where no changes
in the particle size or shape occurs as a result of CO/NO
cycling. Instead, these two types of adsorbates disorder the
surface differently: NO does it more strongly than CO, re-
sulting, as we showed, in the greater reduction of the appar-
ent coordination number �Fig. 5�.

A second example of an apparent reduction in the coordi-
nation number caused by the strong surface reconstruction
relative to the cluster core is recent work by Sanchez et al.30

(b)

(a)

FIG. 3. �Color online� k-space �a� and r-space �b� EXAFS data
constructed using radial distribution function method for the 147
atom Au clusters.

FIG. 4. Data and fits �in r space� for the distorted 147 atom
clusters.
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Here the coordination numbers of Pt nanoparticles on
�−Al2O3 and Pt/C supports have their Pt-Pt coordination
numbers decreased in He environment compared to H2 for
all sizes studied �from 0.9 to 2.9 nm�, with the exception of
the 1.8 nm Pt/C particles for which the numbers were iden-
tical, within experimental uncertainties. As shown in that,
and many previous EXAFS studies,31–33 Pt nanoparticles in
hydrogen are relatively ordered �compared to an inert envi-
ronment or vacuum�, and possess relatively long Pt-Pt dis-
tances that are close to their bulk values. Wang and Johnson
attributed such ordering and the bond length increase to the
stabilization of the truncated cuboctahedral structure result-
ing from H passivation.25 Our simulations however demon-
strate that surface ordering could explain the apparent reduc-
tion in the coordination number of Pt-Pt neighbors when
hydrogen is replaced by helium in the sample chamber, due
to the enhanced disorder of the Pt nanoparticle surface after
hydrogen desorption.

We note that the effects of enhanced surface disorder may
be partly responsible for the often reported reduction in the
EXAFS-determined coordination numbers compared to those
obtained by independent techniques.34 Indeed, the reduction
of the coordination numbers from 10.35 to 9.6 �Table I� cor-
responds to a change in the number of atoms in the cluster
from 923 to 309 assuming a cuboctahedral cluster series,35

i.e., the cluster diameter decreases from 3.4 nm to 2.3 nm
�Fig. 5�. Of course, such a change could be an artifact of the
EXAFS analysis, and the actual size of the cluster is 3.4 nm,
while the only reason for the “reduction” is the inadequacy
of the quasi-Gaussian approximation for the pair distribution
function used in the analysis, as our work demonstrates.

In this work we deliberately focused on the static,
temperature-independent disorder in the atomic positions, ig-

noring the contribution of thermal disorder. This approach
allows us to model many clusters quickly and efficiently.
Vibrational contributions to ��r� are accessible from, e.g.,
molecular dynamics simulation. For low temperatures, ther-
mal contribution to ��r� may be modeled, to a good approxi-
mation, as a quasi-Gaussian with just a few leading
cumulants.36 That means, the contribution of the thermal dis-
order to the total ��r� will be reduced to broadening it—by
an amount that can be estimated by EXAFS data modeling,
which is beyond the scope of this work.

Finally, we address two challenges revealed in this work
for structural analysis of metal nanoparticles by EXAFS. The
first challenge is how to uncover the enhanced disorder of
the type described here, one underestimated by most com-
mon analysis methods, and the second challenge is how to
correct for it. To observe the surface disorder effects, elec-
tron microscopy and diffraction are powerful and efficient
tools, as shown in Ref. 26. Cluster size and shape determi-
nation can be done by combining high resolution and atom-
counting methods of electron microscopy.37 Accounting for
thermal effects �in order to break the correlation between the
effects of the structural disorder and the coordination num-
ber� can be accomplished by in situ measurements under
different temperatures. Finally, the sensitivity to these effects
can be greatly enhanced with the access to very well defined,
nearly monodisperse samples �since the coordination num-
bers, bond distances, and their disorder are strongly size-
dependent for particles under 5 nm in size�.

For the problem described here, i.e., when the near-
surface bond length contraction is responsible for the cluster-
average bond length disorder and the consequent reduction
in the apparent coordination number, one remedy may be to
analyze the same system under different adsorbates, ones

TABLE I. Best fit results for the 923 atom Au cluster.

Distortion parameter A

N
�R
�Å�

�2

�Å2�	104��
�E

�eV�

Data Fit Data Fit Data Fit Data Fit

Undistorted 10.35 10.35�6� 0 0.0019�7� 0 −1.7�2� 0 0.04�4�
1.05 10.35 10.29�3� −0.1161 −0.1151�5� 22 17.5�2� 0 −0.50�3�
1.001 10.35 9.7�2� −0.081 −0.072�3� 43 18.9�1� 0 −0.1�1�
1.0001 10.35 9.5�2� −0.062 −0.048�3� 46 13�1� 0 0.1�2�
1.00001 10.35 9.6�2� −0.047 −0.033�2� 44 8.6�8� 0 0.2�1�

TABLE II. Best fit results for the 147 atom Au cluster.

Distortion parameter A

N
�R
�Å�

�2

�Å2�	104��
�E

�eV�

Data Fit Data Fit Data Fit Data Fit

Undistorted 8.98 8.98�6� 0 0.0020�7� 0 −1.7�2� 0 0.05�5�
1.05 8.98 8.94�3� −0.1198 −0.1185�4� 20 16.0�2� 0 −0.51�2�
1.001 8.98 8.9�1� −0.089 −0.087�3� 41 29�1� 0 −0.4�1�
1.0001 8.98 8.5�2� −0.071 −0.067�4� 48 23�2� 0 −0.2�2�
1.00001 8.98 8.3�2� −0.058 −0.047�4� 49 14�1� 0 0.0�2�
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that modify the strength of metal-metal bonds near the sur-
face. For example, as shown in many previous studies, when
the surface is passivated by H2 or CO, the clusters can be
better approximated by periodic atomic ensembles. Such sys-
tems are good benchmark tests for size and shape determi-
nation by multiple-scattering methods of EXAFS analysis
employing quasi-Gaussian approximation for bond length
disorder, appropriate in such cases. For more distorted clus-

ters, where enhanced surface disorder is induced by the in
situ changes in the metal-adsorbate interaction, the modeling
strategy proposed in this work, one utilizing parameters A
and B for the radial distortion function, can be used on par
with other methods accounting for possible changes in the
size and shape of the clusters. This approach can be easily
extended to modeling other types of distortions, e.g., interfa-
cial disorder near the substrate,38 or ligand-induced tangen-
tial disorder,39 or the combination of these and other effects.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work we investigated effects of structural disorder
specific to nanoparticles undergoing strong surface recon-
structions on their EXAFS analysis results. We estimate the
errors in the coordination numbers, bond lengths, and their
mean square disorder values assuming structural models
whose distortion parameters fit well to the available experi-
mental data. We demonstrate that enhanced surface disorder
in metal nanoparticles, in the size range under 5 nm, if un-
accounted for, may result in the significant underestimation
of particle size and overestimation of the nearest neighbor
distances.
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